The Woodchuck Den is now stocking the
Forster Product line and has designed a brand
new portable tabletop reloading stand just for
the Forster Co-Ax Press!

The Woodchuck Den is now adding the Forster Products
to their accuracy line of products!

About a month ago, I purchased a used but like new Bonanza Co-Ax reloading press. Over the
years, I have always wanted one, but felt my old RCBS Rockchucker was just fine. All our
reloading presses here at The Woodchuck Den are mounted on portable tabletop reloading
stands so we can work anywhere and at the end of the day put them away under the benches.
Besides the portability, this also gives us a clean working area for other projects. I tell customers
all the time to not tie yourself down to your reloading room - buy a Woodchuck Den portable
tabletop reloading stand!
Back to my “new” Co-Ax press - how was I going to mount it? I knew I wanted it on a portable
tabletop stand but our original design that works fantastic for so many presses like the RCBS
Rockchucker or Redding presses just was not quite right for the Forster Co-Ax design press.
So I contacted my good Amish friend that makes all our wood products, and we designed
a brand new tabletop reloading stand just for the Forster Co-Ax reloading press! This new
tabletop reloading stand combined with the precision Forster Co-Ax Press is a very compact
setup for reloading anywhere there is a bench, table, or on the back of your pick-up. The
tabletop stands are made from very high-quality plywood and completely assembled and
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finished by Amish craftsmen with antique hardware. The Forster Co-Ax tabletop reloading stand
has four holes behind the press to accommodate four reloading dies. The bottom of the stand is
covered with premium cork to protect the table and help prevent the stand from moving while
reloading.

The Woodchuck Den has designed and
is now selling a brand new table top
reloading stand just for the Forster
Co-Ax Press!

I have been reloading with the Forster Co-Ax Press mounted on the very first Woodchuck Den
Tabletop Reloading Stand for the past month, and I can tell you I am very impressed with the
combination. I have used the Co-Ax Press with Forster and Redding match dies and the
concentricity has been darn near perfect for every round that I have checked. I really like
keeping the case vertical through the entire sizing and seating process. The Forster Co-Ax
Press requires no shell holders and actually employs two sliding plates or as Forster calls them
“Jaws” to hold the case very securely while the reloading process takes place. For most
cartridges, the “S” (Standard) Jaws, which come with the Co-Ax Press, hold 90% of the
commercial cartridges and the optional “LS” Jaws work for the rest. They are easily switched out
if needed. Therefore, you do not need to take along any shell holders for the Forster Co-Ax
Press, which is one less thing to worry about. If you are in the market for a precision reloading
press, we can set you up with the Forster Co-Ax Press and the new Woodchuck Den Tabletop
Reloading stand to go with it!
We are also stocking the precision match Forster reloading dies. The original company was
Bonanza, and they were one of the first if not the very first reloading die company to offer a true
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“Bench Rest” sizing and precision “Bench Rest” seater press style dies. In 1985, Forster
consolidated the Bonanza line into the Forster product line. This was a perfect match as Forster
provides many top-quality reloading tools and shooting accessories.
The Forster “Bench Rest” sizing dies are:







Manufactured from the finest quality steel
Carefully machined on “Super Precision” Hardinge chucking lathes to very tight
tolerances
Manufactured with one-piece reamers to help guarantee concentricity
Heat treated and oil quenched in atmospherically controlled furnaces
Hand polished in high speed lathe both before and after heat treating
Equipped with exclusive “E-Z” Out Expander Ball

The Forster Bench Rest Seater Die:


Hold both the bullet and case in perfect alignment while the bullet is being seated

The Forster Bench Rest Ultra Micrometer Seater Die:





Includes all the straight line seating die features of the original Bench Rest Seater
Die plus adds an ultra-accurate micrometer for easier adjustment
Micrometer allows for fine adjustment
Eliminates trial and error when adjusting the die
Easy to read bright white markings

Forster Neck Sizing die:




Sizes the case neck to a fixed dimension
Helps extend the life of the case by only working the neck
Helps insure a tight fit in the chamber

Brand New Forster Bushing Bump Neck Sizing Die:





One-step bushing reduction/bump operation sets the shoulder back to keep the
case neck in better alignment with the case center line
Prevents overworking the case necks and controls the amount of neck tension
Over 90 bushings available
Allows you to custom size your cases to your specifications

Forster also offers legendary time proven precision case trimmers. They offer three models the
“Original”, “Classic”, and “50 BMG” for every type of shooting. The original model is the most
popular and will work for 17 to 460 calibers. If you’re into the very large or classic black powder
cartridges, then the “Classic” trimmer would work fine. If you are into wildcat cartridges that
require a large amount of trimming, Forster offers a really nice power case trimmer that mounts
on your drill press. You can now purchase any of these fine case trimmers through The
Woodchuck Den.
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Forster Reloading Products are based on quality, honesty, and value. We have been using and
selling some of the Forster products for years and are now expanding to offer the entire Forster
Reloading line. Give us a call today for any Forster product, and we will be glad to help. If you
are an accuracy reloader, I know you will be very satisfied with the precision Forster Co-Ax
Press and our brand new Woodchuck Den Tabletop Stand. This awesome combination allows
you to do precision reloading anywhere and not tie up your reloading bench when you are at
home! Give us a call us today at 330.897.0614!!

The Woodchuck Den is proud to introduce our new Deluxe Powder
Measure Stand!
Over the years, I have used many different powder measure stands and to be honest none of
them really suited me. Recently, I sat down and designed what I thought would be a very nice
powder measure stand. I wanted a simple portable and compact stand that would accommodate
many of the powder measures used today. I also wanted a powder measure stand where you
could rest a 50 round loading block underneath while you seat your bullets. So I took my design
to my Amish craftsman and asked him to make the first prototype powder measure stand. I have
been using the powder stand for a few weeks now, and I really like it. It is made and finished of
the same top quality plywood that the Woodchuck Den portable reloading stands are made of.
The powder measure stands are portable and lightweight, yet stable enough while dispensing
powder directly into the cases. These Woodchuck Den portable powder measure stands work
just fine for the Harrell and Lyman powder measures or any measure with a clamp on back. We
are also going to have the powder measure stands available for the RCBS and Redding 7/8-14
type measures soon! What a nice complement to your Woodchuck Den Tabletop Reloading
Stands! Order your new Woodchuck Den powder measure stand today 330.897.0614

The Woodchuck Den has designed a new powder measure stand for
the Harrell, Forster, and other clamp on measures. We will soon have
powder measure stands made for the 7/8” – 14 Redding & RCBS style
measures as well.
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With The Woodchuck Den table top reloading and
powder measure stands, you can load almost anywhere
and put them away to use your home reloading bench for
other projects.

Before I close, I would like to mention that as you know many companies sell reloading
equipment. However, over the years, I have noticed how many of these companies really lack
even the basic knowledge of reloading. I am not even talking precision reloading here, I am
referring to even just the basics of reloading. From what I hear (from many of our satisfied
customers that eventually ended up here), I wonder if many of the sales representatives are
even shooters or reloaders. Well, I can tell you that I am not only a very seasoned precision
reloader with well over three decades of experience, but also have a passion for the small
calibers and accuracy in general. Our goal here at The Woodchuck Den is not just to have our
customer’s gun function and fire, but that his precision shooting advances with each new
shooting project. After working with a customer, I want to hear of those “bug-hole groups” or of
him making the longest varmint shot of his lifetime! I want each customer to learn and strive for
extreme accuracy. Remember this can only be achieved with precision reloading
equipment and the knowledge in how to obtain accuracy to make it all work precisely! I
tell customers all the time if you are going to shop elsewhere make sure that company has the
small caliber knowledge, the passion, and precision experience to help you through your entire
new project.

It’s time to call The
Woodchuck Den for
your Forster Reloading
products!
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Thanks for taking the time to check out our exciting new accuracy products here at The
Woodchuck Den and give us a call today at 330.897.0614

Todd Kindler

Contact The Woodchuck Den for all your shooting Accessories!
330.897.0614
www.woodchuckden.com
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